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1. Introduction  

There are a large number of reinforced concrete buildings in seismically active areas of the 
world that are not built in accordance with modern seismic design provisions such as those 
published by American Concrete Institution ([ACI] Committee 318, 2008). In the United States 
and other parts of the developed world, these buildings were constructed between 1930s to 
mid 1970s according to the building code requirements of that time. Even today, in low to 
moderate seismic regions and in some developing countries that are in process of developing 
and implementing their seismic codes, reinforced concrete structures are being designed and 
built without essential seismic details deemed vital to withstand large lateral loads. These 
buildings often have low lateral displacement capacities and undergo rapid degradation of 
shear strength and axial load carrying capacity during strong ground motions and hence are 
extremely vulnerable to excessive structural damage or collapse during future earthquakes. 
In the past, the earthquakes have caused wide spread damage to the reinforced concrete 
structures with inadequate seismic design and construction practices. For example, during 
Kashmir (Pakistan) earthquake of 2005 and Haiti earthquake of 2010, extensive structural 
damage to residential, commercial and government buildings was observed (Earthquake 
Engineering Research Institute [EERI], 2005; Mid-America Earthquake [MAE] Center, 2005; 
U.S. Geological Survey [USGS]/EERI, 2010). The damage was attributed largely to lack of 
earthquake-resistant design, poor standard of construction and inferior quality of building 
materials. In majority of the collapsed or damaged structures, structural types, member 
dimensions and detailing practices (insufficient lap length, improper lap location and lack of 
confinement in columns etc) were found inadequate to resist forces imposed by these 
earthquakes. The 2011 off The Pacific Coast of Tohoku (Japan) earthquake is a modern day 
example of large scale devastation to a highly industrial nation in which building and 
infrastructure is well designed and constructed. Although, majority of causalities and large 
scale destruction of infrastructure was caused by ensuing tsunami, limited damage to the 
buildings due to ground shaking was reported (Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research 
Center [PEER]/EERI/Geotechnical Extreme-Event Reconnaissance [GEER]/Tsunami Field 
Investigation Team, 2011; Takewaki et al. 2011). However, extensive and severe structural 
damage was observed in older residential and commercial buildings that were constructed 
prior to 1978 code revision of Japan, whereas modern structures built to withstand seismic 
demands did not sustain any substantial and widespread damage (Aydan & Tano, 2011). 
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The existing reinforced concrete buildings with deficient seismic design can, however, be 
retrofitted to enhance their performance during future earthquakes. The need to assess their 
vulnerability to earthquake damage, and suggest desired level of retrofit, requires 
evaluation of their expected behavior in terms of strength and deformation capacity. In 
addition to the retrofitting requirements, there may be many situations where structures are 
required to be analyzed accurately to evaluate their structural responses. For example, in 
performance- and displacement-based design philosophy (Priestley et al, 2007, Structural 
Engineers Association of California [SEAOC], 2002), important existing buildings and 
planned future structures may need to be evaluated to determine their maximum load 
carrying capacity, ultimate deformation capacity, progression of the damage, and collapse 
mechanism. However, a realistic seismic damage analysis, in pre- or post-earthquake 
scenario, requires development of analytical models to accurately predict non-linear 
structural behavior during the seismic event (Mergos & Kappos, 2010). 
The expected behavior of a structure can be evaluated by determining load-deformation 
responses of the concrete elements, such as beams, columns and shear walls, considering all 
potential failure mechanisms associated with axial, flexure and shear behavior. The pattern 
of damage observed during past earthquakes suggests that columns are the most critical 
elements that sustain damage and lead the potential building failure. Hence, understanding 
of their response to applied seismic loads is vital for overall assessment of the structural 
performance. This paper presents a procedure for response estimation of reinforced concrete 
columns subjected to lateral loads, with focus on modeling columns commonly found in the 
older existing buildings. Traditionally, these columns have insufficient and widely spaced 
transverse reinforcement and non-seismic details such as 90-degree end hooks and splicing 
of the longitudinal bars in the regions experiencing largest inelastic deformations near 
column ends. Due to such deficiencies, columns may not have sufficient shear strength to 
develop plastic hinges at the ends. Also, wide spacing of column ties does not provide good 
confinement to the core concrete resulting in non-ductile behavior and sudden brittle 
failure. Although, this study focuses on modeling columns with poor seismic details, the 
proposed analytical procedure is equally applicable to predict structural response of the 
columns designed to meet the requirements of modern seismic codes. 

2. Research background and overview 

When a typical fixed ended reinforced concrete column is subjected to the lateral loads at its 
ends, it undergoes total lateral deformation that is mainly comprised of three components 
due to flexure, reinforcement slip and shear mechanisms (Setzler & Sezen, 2008; Sezen & 
Moehle, 2004) as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Components of the total lateral deformation in a fixed ended column 
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For a column whose behavior is dominated by flexure, issues regarding its performance 
evaluation have been studied well and current design procedures for strength estimation are 
generally considered well established. Among available approaches, most of which are 
either based on lumped plasticity models or distributed nonlinearity models, fiber models 
are considered advanced analytical procedures that can conveniently be employed for 
evaluating structural response. It must however be noted that fiber models are appropriate 
tools for analyzing flexural performance only and behavior of the columns dominated by 
shear related mechanisms can not be simulated.  
For evaluating shear response of structural elements, such as beams and columns, many 

analytical models and theories have been presented in the past. Some of the most 

commonly used approaches are strut and tie models (Mörsh, 1902; Ritter, 1899; Schlaich 

et al., 1987) and empirical formulations/rational theories based on experimental 

observations such as Arakawa equation (Arakawa, 1970), Modified Compression Field 

Theory (MCFT) (Vecchio & Collins, 1986) and Disturbed Stress Field Model (DSFM) 

(Vecchio, 2000). These approaches are fundamentally different in their theoretical 

modeling and conceptual development. Their applicability to structural members, 

computational demand and accuracy also vary in wide range from one approach to the 

other. Hence, accurate modeling of the shear behavior in beams and columns still 

remains elusive. MCFT is a powerful tool to model the response of reinforced concrete 

elements subjected to in-plane shear and normal stresses. However, in order to evaluate 

flexure-shear response of the reinforced concrete columns by MCFT, the member needs 

to be discretized into large number of biaxially stressed elements and analyzed using 

nonlinear finite element procedure (Vecchio, 1989). Vecchio and Collins (Vecchio & 

Collins, 1988) extended concept of MCFT to fiber model approach for response 

estimation of reinforced concrete beams loaded in combined axial, shear and flexural 

forces. In this approach, concrete fibers are treated as biaxially stressed elements in the 

cross section and analyzed for in-plane stress field based on MCFT. Later, this approach 

was improved for accurate determination of shear stress distribution on the cross section 

and advanced formulations were implemented successfully into a non-linear section 

analysis computer program called Response-2000 (Bentz, 2000). The application of the 

MCFT in finite element approach or sectional analysis approach yields reliable flexure-

shear response, but results in fastidious computations which are not simple for practical 

applications. 

Total lateral deformation of a concrete column is mainly comprised of the flexure and 

shear components. These mechanisms interact with each other and corresponding 

deformations do not occur independently. For example, in the web of a reinforced 

concrete column, axial strain due to flexural mechanism will increase principal tensile 

strain and width of the shear crack resulting in lower shear capacity of the element. On 

the other hand, it has been established by experimental evidence that principal 

compressive stress in the concrete is function of principal compressive strain as well as 

of principal tensile strain (Vecchio & Collins, 1986). Compressive strength and stiffness 

of concrete decrease as tensile strains increase. The concrete in the web of laterally 

loaded element is subjected to shear stresses in addition to the normal stresses due to 

axial load and flexure. As the shear stresses increase, principal tensile strains increase 

which will decrease compressive strength of the concrete resulting in lower flexural 

strength of the element. 
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Therefore, any numerical procedure that aims to model overall lateral load-displacement 
relationship must take the interaction of flexural and shear mechanisms into account. 
Recently, Mostafaei and Kabeyasawa (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007) presented Axial-
Shear-Flexural Interaction (ASFI) approach for the displacement-based analysis of 
reinforced concrete elements such as beams, columns and shear walls by considering 
interaction between axial, shear and flexural mechanisms. This macro-model based 
approach consists of two models evaluating axial-flexural and axial-shear responses 
simultaneously to obtain total response of elements subjected to axial, flexural and shear 
loads. In this approach, axial-flexural behavior is simulated by employing conventional 
section analysis or fiber model whereas axial-shear response is determined through MCFT 
by considering one integration point in the in-plane stress conditions. The axial-flexural and 
axial-shear mechanisms are coupled in average stress-strain field considering axial 
deformation interaction and softening of concrete compression strength while satisfying 
compatibility and equilibrium conditions. Although, ASFI approach reduces computational 
demand considerably as compared to other models implementing MCFT into finite element 
analysis approach or sectional analysis approach, computational process is still intense and 
complicated due to coupling of the axial-flexure and axial-shear mechanisms and requires a 
deliberate iterative scheme at each loading step. However, few concepts from ASFI 
approach are utilized in the model proposed in this study. 
Few studies in the recent past have also addressed the issues of stiffness degradation and 
strength deterioration in the reinforced concrete elements dominated by shear or shear-
flexure behaviors. These studies represent advanced formulations for fiber-based element 
(Ceresa et al., 2007, 2009; Chao & Loh, 2007; Mullapudi & Ayoub, 2008, 2010; Xu & Zhang, 
2011; Zhang & Xu, 2010) and Macro-element model (Mergos & Kappos, 2008, 2010) and 
consider interaction between inelastic shear and nonlinear flexural behaviors with different 
conceptual backgrounds, solution strategies and implementation complexities. A state-of-art 
review is presented on fiber elements with focus on concentrated plastic-hinge type model 
that can be implemented in displacement-based finite element programs (Ceresa et al., 
2007). 
Currently available studies for response estimation of non-ductile reinforced concrete 
columns show that the approaches that can predict structural behavior with good accuracy 
employ complicated and computation-intensive procedures that may not be amenable and 
are difficult to implement. As a result, many approaches try to simplify the process by 
making simplifying assumptions but in most cases this is done at the cost of accuracy. A 
suitable procedure is proposed here to address critical modeling issues while predicting the 
response accurately and keeping overall computational process simple with easy 
implementation. The authors believe that the proposed model can effectively be employed 
to predict the strength and total lateral displacement capacity, considering the deformation 
components due to flexure, shear and reinforcement slip. Implementation of the proposed 
procedure results in satisfactory response envelope curves which can be used for 
development of cyclic response models. 

3. The proposed analytical procedure for response estimation of columns 

Flexural and shear deformations in the proposed model are calculated independently while 
considering the interaction between these mechanisms and then combined together 
depending upon dominant failure mode. The flexural deformations are determined through 
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fiber section model considering shear effects by employing compressive constitutive law for 
cracked concrete. Shear deformations are calculated by combination of MCFT (Vecchio & 
Collins, 1986) and shear response envelope by Sezen (Sezen, 2008), while considering effect 
of axial strains due to flexure on shear mechanism. Lateral deformation component due to 
reinforcement slip in beam-column joint regions is determined separately and added to the 
flexural and shear deformation components to obtain total response. The interaction 
between flexure and shear mechanisms allows for accurate response estimation while 
decoupled flexural analysis minimizes complexity of calculations and makes the analysis 
process relatively simple and easy. In addition, buckling of compression bars under large 
compressive strains is also incorporated in the analysis by employing separate stress-strain 
relationships for reinforcing steel in compression. The effects of concrete tension strength 
and softening of cracked concrete in compression are also considered. The details of the 
components deformation models and total deformation model are presented in the 
following sub-sections. 

3.1 Flexural analysis and deformations 
Flexural deformations in the proposed procedure are determined from fiber section analysis 

in one-dimensional stress field. For the reinforced concrete elements subjected to bending 

moment and axial load, such as beams or columns, fiber model approach is usually handy 

and accurate approach if actual stress distribution across the depth of the cross-section is 

considered. The reliability of the analysis is also directly related to the ability of the 

constitutive material models to accurately simulate material behavior and level of 

simplifying assumptions during the analysis. In this approach, a reinforced concrete cross-

section is discretized into finite number of concrete and steel fibers. Each of the fibers is 

idealized as a uniaxial element with its unique stress-strain relationship. Bernoulli’s 

principle, that plane section before bending remains plane after bending, is the main 

hypothesis in the analysis and implies that the longitudinal strain in concrete and steel at 

any point in the cross section is proportional to its distance from neutral axis resulting in 

linear strain distribution. Based upon the resulting strain profile, stress distribution for 

concrete and reinforcing steel can be determined in accordance with their respective stress-

strain relationships. By satisfying equilibrium equations at the cross section, the moment 

capacity of the section is determined. The process is repeated number of times by 

incrementing longitudinal stain until either the concrete or steel fails as per defined failure 

criterion.  

In conventional flexural section analysis, the concrete behavior is simulated by its response 

usually derived from standard cylinder test where it is subjected to uniaxial compression. 

The strain conditions for the concrete in the web of a laterally loaded reinforced concrete 

beam or column are significantly different from those in a cylinder test. The concrete in a 

cylinder test is subjected to only small tensile strains primarily due to Poisson’s effect, 

whereas, the concrete in the web experience shear stresses in addition to the normal stresses 

due to axial load and flexure. Due to applied shear stresses, concrete in the web cracks 

diagonally in the direction normal to principal tensile strain. As mentioned earlier, 

experimental evidence has shown that that principal compressive stress in the concrete is 

not only the function of principal compressive strain but is also affected by the coexisting 

principal tensile strain in a way that compressive strength and stiffness of the concrete 
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decrease as tensile strains increase (Vecchio & Collins, 1986). This implies that the concrete 

subjected to combined normal compressive and shear stresses is weaker in compression 

than the concrete subjected to normal compressive stresses only. Hence, the concrete in the 

web of a laterally loaded column must exhibit weaker and softer response as compared to 

the concrete subjected to uniaxial compression in cylinder test. The behavior of the cracked 

concrete in the manner explained above is called compression-softening and is illustrated in 

Figure 2. In this figure, '
cf  is compressive strength of the concrete, 

2cf  is principal 

compressive stress in the concrete and 
2c  is principal compressive strain in the concrete.  

The effect of shear stress on degrading compressive strength of the concrete can be taken 
into account by considering compressive stress-strain relationships of diagonally cracked 
concrete in flexural section analysis instead of employing conventional constitutive 
relationship for uniaxially compressed concrete. This can be done by softening the response 
of concrete in uniaxial compression by a factor which decreases as shear deformations 

increase. This factor, known as compression softening factor  , is function of principal 

tensile strain in the concrete and is defined as following (Vecchio & Collins, 1986). 

 
1

1
1.0

0.8 0.34 c

co

 


 


  (1) 

where co  is concrete strain corresponding maximum concrete cylinder strength and 
1c  is 

principal tensile strain in the concrete which can be determined through in-plane shear 

analysis of the flexural element. The procedure for determining principal tensile strain in the 

concrete and compression softening factor is explained in the subsequent section. 
In addition to considering cracked concrete behavior in the fiber model, enhancement in the 

strength and ductility of the concrete due to confinement and contribution of the concrete 

tensile properties to section moment capacity must also be considered in the analysis. For 

determining realistic moment capacity and analyzing the buckling of the longitudinal bars 

under excessive compressive strains, confined core concrete and unconfined cover concrete 

are modeled separately with their respective stress-strain relationships. 

Fiber model analysis results in a moment-curvature relationship for given geometric and 

material properties, reinforcement details and applied axial load for the cross-section being 

analyzed. From here, lateral load V corresponding to respective moment capacity, resulting 

average shear stress from flexural analysis f  and maximum lateral force sustainable by the 

column can be calculated with the help of following equations. 

                                   
p

f p

MM V
V V

a bd a
     (2) 

where, M is the flexural section moment capacity at any load level, b  is width of the 

section, d  is the effective depth of the section, a  is the shear span equal to cantilever 

column length and one half of the length a fixed ended column, and pM  is maximum 

moment capacity from flexural section analysis. 

Flexure deformations are calculated with the help of plastic hinge model in which elastic 

and inelastic curvatures are idealized separately. In this model, a linear curvature 
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distribution is assumed in the elastic range over the length of the column, and the inelastic 

curvatures are lumped at the column end over the plastic hinge length. The conceptual 

illustration of the plastic hinge model for a cantilever column is presented in Figure 3. 

Hence, lateral displacement due to flexure f can be calculated by integrating curvature 

over the length of the column as per Equation 3. 

 
0

( )
a

f x xdx      (3) 

where ( )x  is section curvature at distance x  measured along column axis, and y  is 

curvature at yield point. The plastic hinge length pL  is taken as one-half of the section 

depth h . 
 

 

Fig. 2. Behavior of the cracked concrete in compression 

 

 

Fig. 3. Plastic hinge model for calculating flexural displacements 

3.2 Reinforcement slip deformations 
When a reinforced concrete column is subjected to bending moment, strain accumulates in 
the embedded length of the tensile reinforcing bars. This causes the bars to extend or slip 
relative to the anchoring concrete at column fixed end(s). The extension is commonly known 
as reinforcement slip and leads to rigid-body rotation of the column, as shown in Figur 1. 
This results in an additional lateral displacement component that can be as large as 25 to 40 
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% of the total lateral displacement (Sezen, 2002). Flexural deformations determined from 
conventional fiber section analysis (moment-curvature analysis) do not account for lateral 
deformations caused by reinforcement slip at column ends. Therefore, these deformations 
must be calculated separately and added to the other deformation components due to 
flexure and shear to calculate the total lateral displacement. 
In this study, lateral displacement due to reinforcement slip is calculated using the model 
illustrated in Figure 4 (Sezen & Setzler, 2008). 
 

 

Fig. 4. Reinforcement slip model (Sezen & Setzler, 2008) 

The model approximates the bond stress as bi-uniform function with different values for 
elastic and inelastic steel behaviors. The bond stress in the elastic and inelastic range is taken 

as 12  b cu f psi (1  cf MPa ) and 6b cu f psi  ( 0 5.  cf MPa ), respectively, where '
cf  is 

concrete compressive strength. Slip s  at the loaded end of the reinforcing bar can be 

calculated by integrating bi-linear strain distribution  s x  over the development length as 

follows. 

 
0

( )
d dl l

ss x dx


    (4) 

where 
4

s b
d

b

f d
l

u
  and 

4

'
( )s y b

d
b

f f d
l

u





 are development lengths for the elastic and inelastic 

portion of the bar, respectively. Hence, integrating Equation 4, extension or slip of the 
reinforcing bars is  

 
2 8

2 2 8 8

                                                                 for      

( ) ( )( )
       for     

s s bs d
s y

b

y d s y d y y b s y s y b
s y

b b

f dl

u
s

l l f d f f d

u u


 

     
 


 

         

  (5) 

where s  is the strain at loaded end of the bar, y  is steel yield strain, sf  is stress at loaded 

end of the bar, yf  is steel yield stress, and bd  is diameter of the longitudinal bar. The 
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reinforcement slip is assumed to occur in tension bars only and cause the rotation about the 
neutral axis as shown in Figure 4. Rotation caused due to reinforcement slip can be 
calculated as, 

 s

s

d c
 


 (6) 

where d  and c  are the distances from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the 

tension steel and neutral axis, respectively. The lateral displacement due to slip at free end 

of a cantilever column can be calculated as the product of slip rotation s  and length of the 

column L  as, 

 s sL    (7) 

3.3 Shear deformations 
Shear deformations in reinforced concrete members have traditionally been ignored in 
design and research due to lack of their complete understanding and being difficult to 
measure, independent of other deformation components, in an experimental set up or a real 
structure. For a well designed reinforced concrete column, shear deformations are small as 
compared to the flexural deformations and are often less than 10 percent of total 
deformations. Contrary, for a reinforced concrete column not designed according to stricter 
seismic design provisions, shear behavior could be the governing failure criterion. Shear 
deformations in such shear critical reinforced concrete column could contribute large 
percentage towards total deformations and hence can not be ignored if an accurate analysis 
of deformation capacity is required. 
Shear deformations in the proposed model are calculated using a combination of MCFT 
(Vecchio & Collins, 1986) and post-peak shear response envelope (Patwardhan, 2005; Sezen, 
2008). In this model, pre-peak non-linear shear force-shear deformation response is obtained 
from in-plane analysis of the shear element based on MCFT while considering the 
interaction of the axial strain (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007). Axial strain obtained from 
flexural section analysis is incorporated into the total axial strain of the shear element to 
include the effect of flexural behavior on shear response. After the peak strength has 
reached, shear strength is first assumed to remain constant at its peak value until the onset 
of the shear strength degradation and then declines linearly with increasing shear 
deformations to the point of axial load failure (Figure 5). At the point of axial load failure, 
lateral strength is assumed zero. The peak strength Vpeak in the proposed shear response 
model refers to the point where response estimation by MCFT terminates either due to shear 
failure or reaching the load step corresponding to the peak flexural strength prior to 
experiencing shear failure. Hence, the peak strength Vpeak is the minimum of the shear 
strength of the column Vn and shear force corresponding to the maximum moment that can 
be carried by the section Vp.  

Shear displacements at the onset of shear degradation ,v u  can be calculated as follows 

(Patwardhan, 2005; Sezen, 2008). 

 4 12, ,
n

v u v n
c

v

f

 
      

  (8) 
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Fig. 5. Shear response model  

where 
peak

n

V
v

bd
 is the shear stress at peak strength, cf   is the concrete compressive 

strength, and ,v n  is the shear displacement corresponding to the peak strength as 

determined from MCFT analysis. The shear displacement at axial load failure ,v f  is 

calculated as, 

 , , , ,v f ALF f f s f v u           (9) 

where ALF  is the total displacement at axial load failure, ,f f  and ,s f  are the flexural 

and slip displacement at the point of axial load failure, respectively. The total displacement 
at axial load failure is determined by the expression based on a shear friction model and an 
idealized shear failure plane (Elwood & Moehle, 2005).  

 
 2

0 04 1. tan

tan
tan

ALF

h

sv yv c

L

s
P

A f d







 

  
  

    

 (10) 

where   is the angle of the shear crack, P  is the axial load, svA  is the area of transverse 

steel with yield strength yvf  at spacing hs , and cd  is the depth of the core concrete 

measured to the centerlines of the transverse reinforcement. In the derivation,   is assumed 

to be 65 degrees. The values of  ,f f  and ,s f  in Equation 9 are determined according to 

the expected failure mode and classification of the column into categories as explained in 
subsequent subsection. 

3.4 Total lateral response 
In order to model the response of a column subjected to lateral loading, three deformation 
components should be combined together considering their interconnectedness. In this 
study, total column lateral response is modeled as a set of three springs in series; each 
spring representing lateral displacement component due to flexure, bar slip and shear. Each 
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spring is subjected to same force and total displacement is sum of responses of each spring. 
The pre-peak total response is obtained by simply adding deformation components due to 
flexure, bar slip and shear mechanism as described above. After reaching the peak, the 
mechanism limiting the peak strength (flexure or shear) will dominate the behavior. The 
procedure for combining deformation components for post peak is explained below and the 
model is illustrated in Figure 6. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Spring representation of total response model 

For post-peak behavior, the column is classified into one of the five categories based on a 
comparison of its shear, yield and flexural strength and rules are specified for the combination 
of the deformation components for each category (Setzler & Sezen, 2008). The yield strength Vy 
is defined as the lateral load corresponding to the first yielding of the tension bars in the 
column and flexural strength Vp is the lateral load corresponding to the peak moment 
calculated from flexural analysis. Both of these loads are calculated from moment-curvature 
analysis of the fiber model as explained above. The shear strength Vn for the columns failing in 
shear prior to the reaching flexural strength or failing close to flexural strength is determined 
from the proposed shear model, where Vn = Vpeak as discussed above. For other columns where 
peak strength by the proposed shear model is close to the flexural strength, shear strength is 
calculated as a function of displacement ductility (Sezen & Moehle, 2004). 

 
6

1 0 80
6

( ) .
sv yvc

n c s g
c g

A f df P
V k V V k A

a sf A
d

        
  
  

 (11) 

where cV  is the concrete contribution to shear strength, sV  is the steel contribution to shear 

strength, gA  is gross cross-sectional area, a
d

 is the aspect ratio and k  is a factor related to 

the displacement ductility which is the ratio of the maximum displacement to the yield 

displacement. The value for k  varies from 0.7 to 1.0 for displacement ductilites from less 

than 2 to grater than 6 respectively. In this study, the value for k is taken as 1.0 as 
classification of the columns is based on initial or low-ductility shear and flexural strengths. 
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The classification system and rules governing the post peak response in each category are 
described below and are illustrated in Figure 7. Peak response of the column is limited by 
the smaller of the shear strength and flexural strength, however post-peak response is 
assumed to be governed by the limiting mechanism (i.e., flexure or shear). 

3.4.1 Category – I ( n yV V ) 

In this category of the columns, shear strength is less than the yield strength and column 
fails in shear while the flexural behavior remains elastic. The deformation at peak strength 
(i.e., shear strength) is the sum of deformations in each spring at the peak strength. After the 
peak strength is reached, the shear behavior dominates the response. As the shear strength 
degrades, the flexure and slip springs unload along their initial responses. The post-peak 
deformation at any lateral load level is the sum of the post-peak shear deformation and the 
pre-peak flexural and slip deformations corresponding to that load. 

3.4.2 Category – II ( 0 95.y n pV V V  ) 

The shear strength is less than flexural strength and column fails in shear, however inelastic 

flexural deformation occurring prior to shear failure affects the post-peak behavior. The 

deformation at peak strength is the sum of the deformations in each spring at the peak 

strength. Shear deformations continue to increase after the peak shear strength is reached, 

but the flexure and shear springs are locked at their peak strength values. Hence, post-peak 

deformations at any lateral load level is the sum of flexural and slip deformations at the 

peak strength and post-peak shear deformation at that load. 

3.4.3 Category – III ( 0 95 1 05. .p n pV V V  ) 

The shear and flexural strengths are nearly identical. Shear and flexural failure are assumed 
to occur “simultaneously,” and both mechanisms contribute to the post-peak behavior. The 

post-peak deformation at any lateral load level is the sum of the post-peak flexure, slip, and 
shear deformations corresponding to that load. 

3.4.4 Category – IV (1 05 1 4. .p n pV V V  ) 

The shear strength is greater than the flexural strength and the column may potentially fail 
in the flexure, however large shear deformations affect the post-peak behavior and shear 

failure may occur as the displacements increase. The deformation at peak strength is the 
sum of the deformations in each spring at the peak strength. After the peak strength is 
reached, flexural and slip deformations continue to increase according to their models, but 

the shear spring is locked at its value at peak strength. The post-peak deformation at any 
lateral load level is the sum of the post peak flexural and slip deformations corresponding to 
that load and the shear deformation at peak strength. 

3.4.5 Category – V ( 1 4.n pV V ) 

The shear strength is much greater than the flexural strength and column fails in flexure 
while shear behavior remains elastic. The peak strength of the column is the flexural 
strength calculated from the flexure model. If the column strength degrades, flexural and 
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slip deformations continue to increase according to their models, while the shear spring 
unloads with an unloading stiffness equal to its initial stiffness. The post-peak deformation 
at any lateral load level is the sum of the post-peak flexural and slip deformations and the 
pre-peak shear deformation corresponding to that load. 

For category-I columns, ,f f  and ,s f  values to be used in Equation 9 are assumed zero. 

For the category-II columns, shear strength is lesser than flexural strength and these values 
are taken as the flexural and slip deformations at the load equal to the shear strength of the 

columns. For categories III, IV, and V specimens, ,f f  and ,s f  are the maximum 

calculated flexural and slip deformations. 
 

 
 

    

Fig. 7. Classification of columns into categories and rules governing combination of the 

deformation components (Setzler & Sezen, 2008)  

4. Interaction between flexure and shear mechanisms 

When a fixed-ended reinforced concrete column is subjected to lateral loading, such as during 

an earthquake, flexural and shear mechanisms interact with each other and affect overall 

response of the column. The interaction between flexural and shear deformations in the 

proposed analytical procedure is based on the ASFI approach (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 

2007). Interaction methodology in ASFI approach couples axial-flexure and axial-shear models 

with each other. Both mechanisms have to be evaluated simultaneously which makes ASFI 

approach relatively complicated and computationally intensive. The computational effort can 

be reduced significantly, if the analyses for flexural and shear behavior can be performed 

independently. Therefore, in the proposed procedure, the interaction of the shear 

deformations on flexural performance, and vice versa, are considered in a simplified manner 

that allows easy implementation and decoupled flexural and shear response evaluations. 
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4.1 Interaction of concrete compression softening 
Cracked concrete behavior is considered in flexural section analysis to represent 

degradation in compressive strength of the concrete due to applied shear stresses. This 

requires determination of the compression softening factor β to lower concrete stresses in 

uniaxial compression (Figure 2). The procedure for determining compression softening 

factor is adopted from the recently developed model called Uniaxial-Shear-Flexure 

Model (USFM) (Mostafaei & Vecchio, 2008). This is an approximate approach for 

response estimation of reinforced concrete elements which is derived after simplifying 

ASFI approach. USFM employs few fundamental equations of the MCFT and two 

assumptions on average principal compressive strain and average centroidal axial strain 

of the element to determine average principal tensile strain. The details of formulation, 

implementation and verification of USFM approach can be found in (Mostafaei & 

Vecchio, 2008).  

Compression softening factor  , as defined in Equation 1, is a function of concrete principal 

tensile strain 
1c  of the element being analyzed. The procedure to approximately determine 

principal tensile strain and subsequently compression softening factor for a fixed ended 

column subjected to in-plane lateral load is illustrated in Figure 8. For an element 

considered between inflection point and one of the end sections of the column, 
1c  can be 

determined from the following MCFT equation. 

  
1 2c x yv c        (12) 

where, x  is average axial strain at the centroid for the element and is obtained by averaging 

the values of centroidal axial stain at one of the end section o  and axial strain of the inflection 

point xa . Likewise 
2c  is average concrete principal compressive strain for the element. Its 

value, as per USFM assumption (Mostafaei & Vecchio, 2008), can be taken as the average of the 

uniaxial concrete compressive strain corresponding to resultant compressive force of the stress 

block at end section c  and axial strain at the inflection point xa . Hence, 

 
   

2
2 2

                o xa c xa
x c

   
 

 
    (13) 

The other unknown quantity in Equation 12, strain of the transverse reinforcement yv , can 

be determined from the following MCFT based relationship. 

 2

yv b c b     (14) 

where, 

 
  2 1 1 21 2

2 2
 ,  , 

x c c cx c cc c
cx x x sx

y sy y sy

f f ff
b c f f f

E E

  


 
  

      (15) 

where y  is transverse reinforcement ratio, syE  is modulus of elasticity of transverse 

reinforcement, cxf  is concrete stress in longitudinal axis of the column, xf  is applied axial 

stress, x  is longitudinal reinforcement ratio, sxf  is longitudinal steel stress obtained from 
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section analysis based on average centroidal strain, 
1

0 145
'.c cf f  is concrete principal 

tensile stress (in MPa), x  is normal strain at the centroid and 
2c  is average concrete 

principal compressive strains, both determined from  Equation 13. 

After calculating concrete principal tensile strain 
1c  from Equation 12, compression 

softening factor   is determined from Equation 1 for a given curvature. This is the 

estimated value of   which is employed in fiber model analysis to lower concrete stresses. 

In the proposed procedure, compression softening factor determined with the help of above 

mentioned procedure is employed till peak flexural strength and then a constant value equal 

to the last lowest is used for post-peak flexural analysis. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Interaction of compression softening and axial strains (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 
2007; Mostafaei & Vecchio, 2008). 

4.2 Interaction of axial strains 
The effect of flexural deformations on shear behavior is considered by incorporating axial 
strain and shear stress due to flexure into in-plane analysis of the shear element based on 
axial strain interaction methodology of ASFI approach (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007) and 
equilibrium of shear stresses in flexural and shear mechanisms. In this procedure, 
interaction of axial strain is taken into account by adding flexibility component of axial 
deformation due to flexure to the corresponding flexibility component of axial-shear model. 
By employing flexural shear stress to in-plane stress-strain relationship of the shear element, 
shear deformations are determined. The procedure for axial deformation interaction and 
determination of shear strain is described here for a fixed ended column subjected to lateral 
load. 
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The length of the column between inflection point and one of the end sections is considered 

as a shear element subjected to constant normal stress due to applied axial load and average 

shear stresses due to applied lateral load. Performing flexural analysis on fiber model of the 

end section and inflection point, average centroidal axial strain due to flexure xf  (Figure 8) 

and corresponding flexibility component xff  can be determined with the help of following 

ASFI equations (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007). 

 
 

2
 ,     ,   

xfo xa
xf xf x

x

P
f

bd

 
 




     (16) 

where, x  is applied axial stress in longitudinal direction of the column and can be 

determined by dividing the applied axial load P  by the effective area of the cross section. 
A stress-strain relationship in terms of flexibility matrix for an in plane shear element (axial-
shear model) can be defined as, 

 
11 12 13

21 22 23

31 32 33

x x

y y

xy xy

f f f

f f f

f f f

 
 

 

               
    

       

  (17) 

where  1 2 3 , , ,ijf i j   are flexibility components of in plane shear model, x  is  normal 

applied stresses in longitudinal direction, y  is normal stress in transverse direction, xy  is 

shear stress, x  is normal strain in axial direction, y  is normal strain in transverse 

direction, and xy  is shear strain.  

Axial strain due to flexure xf  can be taken into account in the axial-shear model by adding 

flexibility component obtained from Equation 16 into Equation 17.  
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 (18) 

In Equation 18, stresses in transverse direction (clamping stresses) are zero due to inexistence 

of lateral external force along the column, i.e., 0y  . In addition, the applied shear stress xy  

of the element is taken from flexural section analysis (Equation 2) as xy f  . In Equation 18, 

knowing the applied stresses, corresponding strains can be calculated. The flexibility matrix is 

obtained by inverting material stiffness matrix of the shear element formulated using secant 

stiffness methodology of the MCFT approach (Vecchio & Collins, 1986). 

5. Buckling of compression bars 

Longitudinal reinforcing bars in columns may experience inelastic axial compression under 
severe loading and exhibit large lateral deformation known as buckling. The behavior in the 
compressive face of a concrete member at overload depends on a variety of factors such as, 
size and shape of the cross-section, the amount of longitudinal compression steel, the 
amount of transverse reinforcement providing confinement to the section, thickness of the 
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cover concrete, and stress-strain properties for the steel and concrete (Potger et al., 2001). 
The tendency for the compressively loaded steel bars to buckle and deflect outwards is 
initially resisted by the lateral restraint provided by the surrounding cover concrete as well 
as the transverse steel ties. As the compressive loads increase and approach the section 
capacity, the concrete surrounding the compressive bars carries large longitudinal 
compressive stress, and eventually becomes prone to longitudinal cracking, and spalling. 
After the cover concrete spalls off, ties restrain lateral movement and buckling.  

In this study, compression steel stresses were reduced to account for buckling using the 

model shown in Figure 9. According to this model, compression stresses in longitudinal bars 

start to decrease when unconfined cover concrete starts to spall. When this happens, 

corresponding strain in the relevant steel layer can be calculated from flexural strain 

distribution across the cross section depth. This strain is sp  as shown in the figure. This 

point can fall anywhere on typical stress-strain relationship for steel depending upon the 

level of flexural strain. Steel stresses follow their usual constitutive stress-strain relationship 

until strain reaches this limit. Then compression stresses in reinforcement follow new path 

defined by a line joining peak stress point to residual strength point having a slope m , 

which is calculated from following relationship (Inoue & Shimizu, 1988).  

 
2

1
100 1

1 500

  ;  h
yx sx

r

s
m E

i

 


 
      

 (19) 

where, yx  is yield strain of longitudinal bars, sxE is modulus of elasticity for longitudinal 

steel,   is 1.0 for corner bars and 0.5 for intermediate bars, hs  is stirrup or tie spacing, and 

ri  is radius of gyration of longitudinal bar. 
Diameter of the longitudinal bar and spacing of the transverse reinforcement is important 
parameters that affect the buckling of the compression bars (Monti & Nuti, 1992). Smaller 
diameter bars restrained by widely spaced ties are most likely to undergo lateral 
deformations and buckling much earlier during loading history than larger diameter bars 
confined by closely spaced transverse reinforcement. Therefore, in the proposed model, for 

tie spacing to bar diameter ratio h bs d  of less than 5.00, no buckling is considered and 

compressive behavior of the reinforcement is similar to its tensile behavior. For h bs d  ratio 

above 11.00, the bars are considered to buckle as soon as reinforcement yields. For h bs d  

ratios between 5.00 and 11.00, post-buckling softening is considered soon after spalling of 
the cover concrete with the proposed model. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Proposed compression bar buckling model 
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6. Analytical steps for implementation of the proposed procedure 

Total lateral displacement of a concrete column can be calculated under lateral loads. Note 
that the procedure can be used to model the response prior to peak strength (under 
increasing loads) and also beyond peak response (possible decreasing lateral loads due to 
strength and stiffness degradation). The major steps of the proposed procedure are to: 

 Define uniaxial material properties for unconfined and confined concrete, and 
reinforcing steel. Include the effect of compression softening of concrete (Equation 1 
and Figure 2). Consider the effect of compression bar buckling under large axial 
deformations (Equation 19 and Figure 9). 

 Define fiber cross section for flexural analysis and perform moment-curvature analysis 
of the cross section. 

 Calculate lateral load versus flexural displacement by integrating curvatures over the 
height of column (Equations 2 and 3). 

 Calculate lateral load versus reinforcement slip displacement (Equations 5 through 7). 

 Perform MCFT analysis to lateral load versus shear displacement up to maximum shear 
strength (Figure 5) while considering the interaction of axial strains due to flexure 
(Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007). Alternatively, an approximate method (Sezen, 2008) 
can be used and this step can be skipped. Obtain lateral load versus shear displacement 
envelope (Figure 5). 

 Classify the column and combine flexure, slip, and shear responses (Section 3.4, and 
Figure 7). During calculation of combined or total displacement, at each step, 
consider the interaction between axial-shear and flexure mechanisms (Section 4 and 
Figure 8). 

7. Model verification 

The proposed procedure is implemented to evaluate response of previously tested 
reinforced concrete columns (Sezen, 2002) and predicted responses are compared with 
experimental test data. The columns tested by (Sezen, 2002) are very useful as these provide 
experimental force-displacement data for each of the flexure, slip, and shear components 
individually in addition to the overall response. Hence, the experimental data from these 
columns are used to validate the component and total deformation models proposed in this 
study (Lodhi, 2010; Sezen & Moehle 2006).  
These columns were lightly reinforced and had shear and flexural design strengths very 
close to each other. These are 18 in. (457 mm) square columns with fixed ends at top and 
bottom having height of 116 in. (2946 mm). The columns had eight No.9 bars and No. 3 

column ties with 90-degree end hooks spaced at 12 in. (305 mm). Specimens-1 and -4 were 
tested with a constant axial load of 150 kip (667 KN), whereas, Specimen-2 was tested under 
a constant axial load of 600 kip (2670 KN). The columns were tested under unidirectional 

cyclic lateral loading, except for Specimen-4, which was tested under monotonically 
increasing load after few initial cycles of elastic loading. All of the test specimens are 
modeled with average concrete compressive strength of 3.08 psi (21.2 MP). The yield 
strength of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement are taken to be 63 ksi (434 MP) and 69 

ksi (476 MP), respectively. Other details of test specimens, material properties used for the 
development of reinforcing steel and unconfined and confined concrete models can be 
found in (Setzler & Sezen, 2008; Sezen, 2002, 2008).  
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Lateral load-flexural displacement relationships for Specimen-1 and 4 are presented in 
Figure 10 (a) and 10(b), respectively. In this comparison, test specimens are also analyzed 
using another displacement component model (Setzler & Sezen, 2008). This model also 
treats deformations due to flexure, bar slip and shear individually, however, does not 
consider softening of concrete compression strength, concrete tensile behavior and buckling 
of compression bars in flexural analysis. It can be seen that both approaches predict identical 
pre-peak responses, which matches very well with the experimental data. Peak load and 
deformation at peak load is also estimated very well by both approaches. For post peak 
behavior, however, predicted responses are quite different. After reaching the strains 
corresponding to the start of compression bar buckling, response predicted by the proposed 
procedure gradually drops and generally follows stiffness of the measured response. The 
diverging near-peak and post-peak predicted responses by both approaches highlight the 
need to consider concrete softening and bar buckling effect in the analysis. Figure 10 (c) and 
10(d) presents load-displacement relationships due to reinforcement slip for Specimen-1 and 
2, respectively. The predicted responses by displacement component model and proposed 
method produce almost identical response up until peak load and then diverge in the post 
peak range. Again, this highlights the need for considering buckling of compression bars in 
the flexural analysis. 
Lateral load-shear displacement relationships for Specimen-1 and 2 are presented in Figure 

10(e) and 10(f), respectively. For comparison of the predicted shear responses, the columns 

are also analyzed with ASFI approach (Mostafaei & Kabeyasawa, 2007). The predicted 

responses by ASFI approach and proposed procedure are identical until observed peak and 

follows experimental data generally well. Peak shear strength is generally captured well by 

both approaches. For post-peak behavior, proposed model shows strength degradation as 

deformations increase. In ASFI approach, after reaching peak load, shear deformations are 

calculated from secant stiffness at peak strength, which is kept constant for post peak 

behavior. As a result, post-peak predicted shear response in ASFI approach does not show 

shear strength degradation.  

Figure 11 shows the comparison of predicted and experimental lateral load-total 

displacement relationships for Specimen-1, 2 and 4. Shear strength of Specimen-1 (Figure 

11(a)) is calculated as 69.0 kips and flexural strength from moment-curvature analysis is 70.0 

kips. Hence, this specimen is classified as category-III column, for which total displacement 

at any point in the response is sum of flexural, slip and shear displacement at that load step. 

With the proposed procedure, initial response is predicted very well up to the peak 

strength. Peak strength and deformation at peak load and the post peak response are 

captured well. The Specimen-2 (Figure 11(b)) has shear and flexural strengths of 92.0 and 

72.0 kips, respectively, and is classified as category-IV column. For this column, shear 

deformation is frozen at its value at peak strength (flexural strength, 72.0 kips) and added to 

flexural and slip displacements for post-peak response. Predicted response by the proposed 

approach slightly overestimates the pre-peak stiffness and peak load in the positive 

direction and follows post peak experimental response fairly well in both directions. 

Specimen-4 (Figure 11(c)) is identical to Specimen-1 except that it was tested under 

monotonically increasing lateral load after few initial elastic cycles. Comparison of shear 

and flexural strength classifies this column into category-III column. The predicted response 

by the proposed procedure follows the trend in experimental data but slightly overestimates 

the initial stiffness and peak strength. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental and analytical results for: (a) flexural response of Specimen 1; (b) 
flexural response of Specimen 4; (c) reinforcement slip response of Specimen 1; (d) 
reinforcement slip response of Specimen 2; (e) shear response of Specimen 1; and (f) shear 
response of Specimen 2 
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Fig. 11. Lateral load – displacement relationships : (a) Specimen 1; (b) Specimen 2; and  

(c) Specimen 4 

8. Conclusions 

A procedure is proposed for response estimation of reinforced concrete columns subjected to 
lateral loads. The procedure determines flexure, bar slip and shear deformations individually 
considering interaction between these mechanisms. The axial-flexure mechanism is decoupled 
from axial-shear model, allowing a relatively simpler analytical procedure. The flexure model 
in the proposed procedure incorporates concrete tensile behavior, interaction of compression 
softening and buckling of compression bars into the flexural analysis. The shear model 
includes the effect of flexural deformation on shear behavior. The pre-peak response is 
evaluated by employing MCFT, which cannot be used when the strength starts to degrade 
beyond peak strength. A post peak shear response envelope from displacement component 
model is adopted for predicting post peak shear behavior. All deformation components, i.e., 
flexural, bar slip and shear, are added together to get total response of the column. The 
total/combined peak response is limited by the smaller of the shear and flexural strength of 
the column and limiting mechanism governs the post peak response. The proposed procedure 
employs relatively simple calculations for the overall response estimation. The comparison of 
the predicted and observed responses indicates that the proposed procedure is a suitable 
displacement-based evaluation process that performs well in predicting the individual 
displacement components and total response. 
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